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Avatar maker dragons

Check out the story of the rank download for Avatar Maker: Dragons in the United States. The history of the ranking shows how popular Avatar Maker: Dragons is in Google Play, and how it has changed over time. You can track the performance of Avatar Maker: Dragons every hour every day in different countries, categories and devices. This character
builder allows you to create an original image of the dragon. You owe it to love: it will be unique and everything is so cute. Hundreds of different details will help you create a dragon and then train it. You can dress him up, spend the holidays with him, and make him sad, or cunning and happy. Your dragon will be able to breathe fire, become a knight or grow
flowers from his body. And much, much more! Download the creator, create your pet dragon, and be sure to share your comments with us and let us know if you've been able to train him. Happy creature! by swimburn for 2020/12/16 10:58 OKAY but make lion hyena one Nina Pennyman for 2020/12/07 18:22 I love this app a lot I made tons of dragons with it!
Although, if I had to change one thing it would probably be if we could save unlimited dragons, but other than that it's the best app in the world, I'm so addicted to it! by adfegdbfdfgd for 2020/12/05 23:37 I love all the options, this is the best you #39; by omhorrible for 2020/12/05 22:02 I'm good, but it needs as more wing textures or maybe lightning like triple
rhombus tail or something like this l lunarWolf5 for 2020/12/05 01:52 This game is all around pretty fun! You can make a lot of different designs and styles on the dragon and you can put them in the background environment or save pictures of them. The only thing I would advise is being able to do different body types and different postures. Then it would be
super awesome! by Jinks105 on 2020/12/03 19:02 Amazing game, I love the app. Thanks for doing this! by EPICDABBOY{111} 2020/11/30 13:04 you guys have to do it where you can play like dragons. Also, it's a really good game when I'm told to play like dragons I meant you have to play like the ones you did so yes overall it's a really awesome app. by
bejhjbdksbi for 2020/11/29 01:27 So I need to make a new mode so I can play like the dragon I'm doing that would be great daughter Addison Tana for 2020/11/27 03:28 I love the app it's so awesome I really love this game! Wings of Fire is a big fan for 2020/11/25 04:23 I love this game, mainly because I love dragons. I'm a big fan of fire wings and I love
drawing them. This game alows me to create any dragon my mind can think of. by ARK'illagirl for 2020/11/15 14:15 Please add more seating ways like lying down etc yhhbrdetyiiteer for 2020/11/12 20:34 It's so fun because it's so relaxing you can choose the color and you can choose the design, so it's so cool and healthy So you have to get the game, this is
definitely a five-star app on bubblegumglobe for 2020/11/09 21:59 This app is so great! Dragon 7004 on 2020/11/08 01:41 It's a huge game, but you can add optional optional in the dark function of Sweet42j on 2020/10/30 01:13 Hi I see You want the tips I got some ideas  let's see Maby more realistic  maybe you can make 2 or 3 dragon avatars and
put them together in one picture that all I got from Great Girl Gamer (animals) on 2020/10/29 20:02 I'm Wings of Fire fan. That's the reason I like this app. I just want to add this to the game: Please create a role-playing version. Because, well, it would be great if you become the dragon you created. I love this game. Thanks for reading and hopefully you do.
( ) by Corgiesarecool12345 on 2020/10/29 01:32 Ok, I got this game a few minutes ago and I love it. You can make as crazy as you want and you can keep it in your slots... Overall, a great game! I'm a huge Wof (Wings of Fire) fan and I got it second I saw it, I bought it. Definitely recommended by me! by Vonsmith34 for 2020/10/28 01:19 I love your game �
� by unidreamer No 1  to 2020/10/26 18:03 I like this app I like how to train a dragon and this is the perfect app for me. It would be hard to improve because it's already great, but if you did I would make a color preset so you could get every part of the body the same color, but other than that I love this app!  background fon24/7 on 2020/10/25
16:28 This game is awesome, but I would be very grateful if there were more items to choose from and I would like if you could create more dragons on addy 123! For 2020/10/24 03:04 This is already a very fun game I think you should add more items to decorate and more Slots to make more Dragon Moon lines for 2020/10/18 18:38 This game is really fun!
However, it would be nice if brown was in the game. Other that the game is great, I love-doggo on 2020/10/15 04:24 I love this game all things which you can do with your dragon and make it so beautiful I recommend this game  by ChopstixGirl42 on 2020/10/12 19:26 I like avatar-making apps, but I need more outfits, backgrounds, or
maybe you could do animations or stories with them?? So far I've just got fed up with it. He needs more things in it. by dackjh on 2020/10/10 16:18 Hi I love your app I read the wings of fire and I want my oc and your app to help me do it on clairebear974 on clairebear974 on 2020/10/09 02:27 This is an amazing app. I like how you can create anything and it's
free. You don't have to pay for anything. You can also click the random avatar and this will give you a random avatar. You can also save you an avatar, on images, and even on the app. IT IS AN AMAZING APP!! by WoF CrystalBeetle for 2020/10/08 01:34 The greatest game ever I like as there are different markings and styles. by igftyde3sfh on 2020/10/07
21:06 I love it but I tree how to play like the dragon you create. And apps like this wun on  for 2020/09/27 21:46 It's a good game in all, but it needs updating, a few more things like more background, projects, ears and ears we really need more looking ears, and other things.... I still love this game, I'm not a hater Kittykattjh on on 12:37 I can't believe
anything! This app is AWESOME!!! Sometimes it's hard to find things, but... That is ok! by starlightfury7 on 2020/09/14 01:51 I really love this game you can make a lot of dragons with your Ming, but the thing that I like was more body shapes and more options about the details, as more information on how to train the dragon, but overall I love this game so
much ejjeuchfhe for 2020/09/12 20:19 This game has no ads no in the game boosters for things that it can also be used without the internet gghhhdhbb on 2020/08/28 02:24 I love the app so much I want to shout gghhhdhbb on 2020/08/28 02:24 I love the app it's so much I want to scream gghhhdhbb on 2020/08/28 02:24 I love the app it's so much I want to
scream gghhhdhbb on 2020/08/28 02:24 I love the app it's so much I want to scream gghhhdhbb on 2020/08/28 02:24 I love the app it's so much I want to scream gghhhdhbb on 2020/08/28 02:24 I love the app it's so much I want to scream gghhhdhbb on 2020/08/28 Buuut....... I would like to see a few more weapons or interactive things. And I want to be
able to have detailed wings or tails. Love App! I love it! by corneliakkkk for 2020/08/20 22:06 I really love to Avatars! And I downloaded the cat alone because I love cat-warriors! And then when I saw the dragon on I had to download it! It's so much fun to get your characters! I also have huge fan fire wings, so I make wings of fiery characters and OCs! I think
the developers have done an amazing job!!! Keep up the great work!  (Also you think you could make more eyes, and maybe there's an opportunity to get rid of the lines and designs on your faces?) Toothless0731 on 2020/08/11 16:03 You know kinda how the Lion King love all your quintild games for 2020/08/09 13:04 My idea was, 1: you can actually
play as characters because it will be AWESOME! 2: If you add 1 then you should add this too, LET IT BE ONLINE! If you add that, I'll give it five stars. By Moonbeam NightWing for 2020/08/03 02:49 Please add more space and you can add sea patterns like NightWing-#39;s stars under the wings and SeaWings glowing scale models from Wings of Fire via
tonygodzi on 2020/07/31 19:34 I, how to train a dragon fan and I love it crazy y on 2020/07/14 02:51 I love the eye I just do not stop using it and the wings are so good I know that choose make sure that keep the hard work going but I need gems for 2020/07/13 22:45 I think you should be able to be the dragon you're done and make it look like a real pls Iam
getting board it being the way dragons look, and you could put in action that it would be great  pls  thanks  on Jwkegger for 2020/07/13 18:58 I love this game this comment is short and I have this game so great but I can't make other characters that have things like 35 wings, but I still  a star review of Ghost Akio on 2020/07/04
09:51 I love it, but if you could add more baby dragons I would appreciate it, but you shouldn't. By 8jayfeather8 for 2020/07/03 20:04 This game is amazing and fun! Cute dragons. But I wish you could add more and update the game. Thank you. by timmer101 for 2020/06/26 Awesome Amazing Cool Great Cool by isabellaXakaAlya for 2020/06/25 03:38 I
really like this game and it's not heard to play well for the age it says ... by Vibgyor6 for 2020/06/24 14:05 This app is great and I use it to recreate the re-creation wings of oc's fire (and others). I've been using this app for a while and I would definitely recommend it! but I would like more customization, I mean the amount is good, but mabye a little more would
be better and mabye more models (weights, eye marks, or even individual template settings!) anyway this is my review I hope you consider downloading this app! -Vibgyor6 by an exasperated customer!!!  2020/06/17 13:52 Love it! There as I do not know  ♀ ️ ... 0 adds! And that dose is not an accident! by nnnvnnvn for 2020/06/16 23:56 Pls add more
blood to k1426 for 2020/06/15 23:21 LOVE THIS APP I LOVE DRAGONS AND LOVE THE SERIES: WINGS FIRE, DRAGON WITH CHOCOLATE, AND DRAGONSPELL! I LOVE THIS GAME! by Crysdreams for 2020/06/13 18:23 it's awesome, but I think you should add more material like decorations and different claws of different head shapes and maybe
some different body types... other than that is really cool because you let us be creative. Maybe let's color our own or make our own custom bodies, maybe add effects thanks to Dria Reveiwer on 2020/06/11 14:26 I love this app! It's really fun to make these different dragons! I just kinda desire was: Color this whole dragon this color, button. Or simply, the
color of all the buttons. But I still totally recommend this app! :3 on everosedog on 2020/06/06 21:30 Can you add names? Oh, and you're awesome!!!! Ps: Thanks for your game I think I suffer from depression and your game helps me feel happy  by hjhghghhhhh for 2020/06/03 02:31 I absolutely love this app and I recommend it, but I think you should add
more backgrounds and maybe a less confusing color change way. But also, you have to fully download this app! by fdudbhs for 2020/06/03 01:53 Love games, but I think the creators should add lava and ice backround chloeAKAa to no one on 2020/06/02 01:57 If you made individual colors, so if someone makes them a dragon color they don't have to pin it
up! It's a really fun app though! A few more tips would be to revive the dragons in different positions. The app is still hmit but I think you could make it even more :) Wolf Player 1 on 2020/06/01 14:05 I love it a lot, but, I want this game to be not only an avatar, but, I also want to play with the characters that I made. by twilightclaw on 2020/05/30 15:46 If you
read the wings of fire you will love this app, I can make dragons, and it's so fun and fun to do it (I can draw well, but not so) and I love doing new things and new dragons and I'm finessed book 13 and I'm waiting for the 14th book, so that can be new dragons! And so get this app. by HM56325410 for 2020/05/26 21:42 I love Avatar Maker it's really cool and
realistic, but there's one problem. If I want to go for another avatar it will turn out like the one I have recently been, and will have to do it over and over again, but other than that it's awesome:) by dbdjffngmgmgmgn for 2020/05/26 21:11 The game is great, but it's the size of umbreongirllover on on 01:51 Amazing, I love it I love the content and it's so fun on
Spn_FanGirl55 on 2020/05/24 06:52 Okay, I don't usually write reviews. But, I really like this game. Love it, tbh. There is one thing that would be a great addition in a future update if you could add names for all the items, so if you want to create a particular dragon it would be easier. Just a suggestion, but otherwise love the application Lt;3 by k4zk1d100 for
2020/05/23 02:33 I love Dragons, and this game fills my heart with all kinds of dragons ash Croir for 2020/05 /23 01:50 It's really elfin game on the road trip I'm using to amuse myself and make my family little dragon characters on Nora@Love on 2020/05/22 17:06 It only has 12 slots, so you have to get rid of some dragons, I don't know how to spell it out on
2020/05/22 03:01 Ok when you first see it you may think it's boring but just try it I LOvED THIS game it's the best attempt to try it just think about it why so many people have the biggest bets LIKE ITS BESt please , support this game people tried so hard to make this the best game it's so fun galaxyphenix for 2020/05/21 00:00, so it would be great if you could
still have a few points and a few more backgrounds, and it's all  on  for 2020/05/17 17:34 One of the beast games ever, but Tai needs to add new backgrounds to the new elimets and riders R.S. new hair MaigicWolf202 for 2020/05/15 21:22 I love this app and it would be great, if we made dragons and cats and we can join the world
so we could live like cats, so I was wondering if y'all could update it for online people can join the break and play together snjcje on 2020/05/15 14:38 I love this app, but you could appreciate other creations that did other people! by dragongirlfire2000 on 2020/05/13 00:19 So I loooooooovvveveeeee dragons and when I found out about this app I got it
immediately. Super fun, too! by puggielove8 on 2020/05/12 13:22 Adding more dragons lokC strange on 2020/05/10 01:58 This app is so awesome, but I just want you to be able to do something with your avatars, or maybe them in different poses. It would be so cool ilovegusgusthehamster for 2020/05/08 16:55 I love this game and love Dragons Kjwild for
2020/04/30 23:12 I love this app! That's all I ever wanted for a dragon! And you can do more than dragons too! I totally suggest you get it. by lunimewolf on 2020/04/18 21:54 It's actually how I got my Instagram going and it helps release stress and anger on redruby.com for 2020/04/16 19:46 OK, so guys, I'm using it so much all the slots saved!! In every
reason I appreciated this 4 star is that it doesn't have very much to save slots.☹️☹️Otherwise I love this game and, Recommend this for those who want to make really cute dragons!! P.S:I wish you safety and good feelings in this difficult time of deprivation of toilet paper and COVID-19 quarantine.  by odykitty for 2020/04/08 15:48 This is the best
game I have had in a long time. That's the way it is. That you can choose different colors and styles. The great thing about this is the many options to choose from. There's only one thing I'd like to change. The colors are really hard to do the same way, so I think you should do it so you can save the colors. Thank you for this wonderful game! by potatofren4
on 2020/04/07 17:47 lol I love it that it's by Pixalated drawing on 2020/04/05 16:35 So when I first got it I don't know how to use it!, but now I know how amazing it is just another thing, maybe you should do more poses? I know games are hard to make and edit, but it would be great! by DJBombdog for 2020/04/05 15:18 The graphics are great, and the variety
of things to choose from is great, but I think the game's creators should add a few more elements of zelda P for 2020/04/04 16:49 Maybe you could add a few new things. Maybe you could make new dragon poses, backgrounds, clothes, and maybe you could make a story with them that allows them to talk along the way? By Broshephina Yeeter on
2020/04/03 16:35 I ❤️this game but I have ideas for improvement. First: good things. 1. It's completely free: No advertising or add-on. 2. It's fun with cute dragons and lots of accessories to make them better. Improvement-capable: 1. Maybe do more things you can do: for example: do part-maker, since I feel like I'm not doing any work. 2. MORE SLOTS-
Please take a look at this. I ran out of save slots the first day I got this app! Thanks for reading this if you do, and by the way, this game rocks!!!!!!!!   T.J. D. 2020/04/02 16:03 Hello! I would love to see if you could (well for all
your games) make a button so that it fits the rest of the colors. And as if to put a white hat with flowers on it and you change it it makes flowers turn that color as the hair (if it's white ) those make it a lot better bai! by Unicorn_forever_17 2020/03/29 17:39 I love this app. I've been in Dragons for a long time and this app really makes fun of dragon designs. I
really like how you can have more than one accessory on each section as well as this may be the theme, but this app is GENDER NEUTRAL!!! This may not be important to some people, but I believe that all genders and ages can enjoy dragons. Another plus is that each part is customized. It's perfect in my opinion and I haven't experienced any problems
since I got it. Ps you can get it on Apple Devices or Android, which is cool. by ewie girl on 2020/03/22 12:29 It's a good game on Ereeeeeeeeen for 2020/03/21 17:54 Well first, I think it would be nice to have a place we we could change the position of the picture. That's all I have to say, because this game is And adds too much. Thank you. by Kembreecnm
for 2020/03/15 22:02 This game is fun, but maybe four winged dragons will make it better and I wings fan fire so please . by I CANT GET OVER IT  on 2020/03/08 23:15 I like how they made textures and I love how to they were working on it. Jesse Neman on 2020/03/07 21:35 I mean, add more accessories and more faces. Can we change the angle of the
dragon? Can we not just have a night rage? Can we do as a dragon dragon dragon dragon water dragon? Can we make nose shapes? More eye shapes? Can we have different leg shapes? Can we add more particles and baby dragons? Can we do more ear coloring? And can we have people? And can you make a studio for us to make a parody and make
a story? Can there be animations? - Fan game wings of fire women for 2020/02/27 17:10 So I love this game, but I think there should be more poses. I also think you could name them. Also make the quest your character can go further and level for more items. The last thing you should be is letting them have their own ELEMENTS. PS WINGS OF FIERY
ROCKS!!! sincerely Tiger queen Clarkimus Rex on 2020/02/23 00:46 Love app and the fact that you can make your avatar as stupid as you want, you can make it as beautiful as you want, it's all up to you. And I love art, and it's a fabulous app for art and creatived, but since this app is to create night rage in a different color all over the body it could use some
improvement 1, since toothless is the only night rage in how to train your dragon it would be great if you could color its red tail fin for any other color, as we've all seen that in all 3 movies 2 I think you should make an update to remove the ads cause it annoying when the ads are out of nowhere. The third dragon ad in the httyd franchise as the bewilderbeast
monster nightmare deadly nadder gronckle hideous zippleback night of light fury skrill triple Stryke snow wraith stormcutter all the other dragon from the franchise could be a big improvement for the app. And I also recommend this app under the age of 5 that is my idea for this, and if the developers are reading this, please add them to the
app  in any case there is a great rest of your day p.s sorry, that it's been too long  to Emmy_Is_My_Cat for 2020/2020/202/20 22:41 This amazing app from euf hiemiaguera bews for 2020/02/18 17:51 At mine I can only do a couple of things there are so few things I can choose from. I font know if it's because I use an apple, but there's too
little material. by Oof Need Free Robus for 2020/02/10 22:36 This is the VENHIT app!!! You have to totally get it! Amazing graphics. by uri31 on 2020/02/06 23:31 This game is awesome I love Dragons if you do make it a good game for you also it's the best game because it gets awesome when you create a dragon as soon as I've even made the spirit of the
dragon actually you can have baby dragons its cool as you can have or fish in the mouth of the dragon you can have a small spirit back rounds cool as the spirit of the wolf and the spirit of the cat or the forest as a mountain you know that this is a good game is the right game for you if you love dragons and avatars that I love as it is a good game to calm you
down if you don't get this game your crazy REMOVE ADSSS ADSSSS for 2020/02/04 05:16 so me and my friend make a bunch of dragons for this RP (Roleplay) that I and he do. Even if you have a lot of things, I feel that you have to do everything unlock-capable. I also believe that you should add a weapon tab to equip some cool swords and stuff. Well
that's all I wanted to say thank you for creating this game, and BYEEEEEEEEEEEE! by 799999999999999999999999999999999999999 by 2020/01/30 13:18 You do whit dragons stuff by shadow34228 on 2020/01/19 04:58 I love the game, but you have to add more possessions, but all and all I love the game on closlight for 2020/01/18 23:30 This game is
great, I love Dragons and I like to create my own and experiment with new looks! What I would add different poses for dragons.the only thing is the only thing I like to do with dragons.the only thing I like is to create my own and experiment with new looks! Which I would like to add different poses for dragons.the only thing is the only thing I like what I would
change is that there is no choice for no choice for no ears, you know, for different kinds of dragons.this game is great and I would recommend it for people who would like to imagine their own fantasies mid evil and save characters.  on indocat1244 for 2019/03/10 1 6:51 I love this app so much I already end with ideas about that that dragon set up as well
as I am a wings fan of fire and I am on the third book as well as it is amazing because there are several reasons: one is that I love dragons, two because the dragon is a magnificent beast, three is that I am a dragon believer, and the fourth dragons are my favorite animal, and I do not believe that dragons are not real! So um I just say this app is a mean and
my type of app! Yes, as well as the wings of fire books are my fav dragon book series, and since these books are my fav I think about what would happen if I added my new type of dragon and this type of dragon was in prophecy! by Clarkimus Rex on 2020/02/23 00:46 Love app and the fact that you can make your avatar as stupid as you want, you can make
it as beautiful as you want, it's all up to you. And I love art, and it's a fabulous app for art and creatived, but since this app is to create night rage in a different color all over the body it could use some improvement 1, since toothless is the only night rage in how to train your dragon it would be great if you could color its red tail fin for any other color, as we've all
seen that in all 3 movies 2 I think you should make an update to remove the ads cause it annoying when the ads are out of nowhere. The third dragon ad in the httyd franchise as the bewilderbeast monster nightmare deadly nadder gronckle hideous zippleback night of light fury skrill triple Stryke snow wraith stormcutter all the other dragon from the franchise
could be a big improvement for the app. And I also recommend this app under the age of 5 that is my idea for this, and if the developers are reading this, please add them to the app  in any case there is a great rest of your day p.s sorry, it's been too long  by Sonic Dad for 2019/09/11 05:09 So I'm totally in love with the app and I see
everyone else too. But I think I might need some better updates, maybe I do it's amazing how it is right now, but I think it would be color if we could create our own patterns and colors, maybe make new wings? I also think we should be out loud to get rid of flabs on my head because whenever I don't want to use them I can't take them off and the same with
some other things, but I still love it. Anyway I'll write again when I have some more ideas, goodbye uri31 to 2020/02/06 23:31 This game is awesome I love Dragons if you make it a good game for you also it's the best game because it gets awesome, When you create a dragon once I've even made the spirit of the dragon actually you can have baby dragons
its cool as you can have fire or fish in the dragon's mouth you can have a small spirit back rounds cool like the spirit of the wolf and the spirit of the cat or the forest like a mountain you know it's a good game it's the right game for you if you love dragons and avatars that I love as it's a good game to soothe you if you don't get this game your crazy star! for
2018/11/27 13:14 Ok so I think this app is great! I like how you can create almost anything (like in dragons). But I'm a Wings of Fire fan... This is a series of books about dragons! But I think that once you create a dragon you should be able to name it. As my favorite Starflight character and he's Nightwing. I also think you need to add more templates. Because
Starflight has star scales on the inside of its wings. But, yes, that's pretty much it. I really love your game and it's really fun, but these are just some improvements that you might add in the future! So long! By Allthemnamestaken for 2018/06/29 00:12 This app is quality. You can get the backgrounds and create any dragon available you have creativity. But, it
would be very nice if you could add more things like another age, egg and nest decorations and a few more body editing. Different ages: You can make a dragon egg, cubs, minors, or adults. Egg: You can put an egg with a dragon and it can have the same pattern as body parts. You can have a nest with it, and color it. You could do this so you could draw
your own body parts. Thank you. by Bloodsquid for 2018/01/02 21:08 The app is really cool, but it would be great if there were more, I don't know how to projects for wings and tails and just everything. There should be more ears and you should be able to choose not the ears, but instead only tiny holes where the ears should be on the side of the head. Also
could you make more apps like this? Like a dog avatar maker or a reptile avatar maker and other things. Please please read this I love your apps and would love it if there were more! for reading this and keep an amazing job! by oxange for 2019/11/25 19:10 This game is one of the most unique games I have ever played. It actually helps me think about ideas
of what to do on other games and I use it all the time. There are only two things I want First, I want to be able to add names to dragons. That's exactly what it is, but I also want to add save slots to save the dragons. If you could save them, it's just me blind. Other than that, not only is this game fun, but I can do extra with it. Thank you in advance! by
Thecoolestgamer for 2018/11/10 19:35 I love this app and I even have some of the other apps that you guys do but one of the few things which I don't like is that you can't really change your position and you have limited eye shapes, and I think it would be great if you guys could have done it crashed less, because the first time I opened the app a few minutes
later and crashed and I lost all the data except for things that I saved cornkkkk for 2020/08/20 22:06 I really love Avatars doing! And I downloaded the cat alone because I love cat-warriors! And then when I saw the dragon on I had to download it! It's so much fun to get your characters! I also have huge fan fire wings, so I make wings of fiery characters and
OCs! I think the developers have done an amazing job!!! Keep up the great work!  (Also you think you could make more eyes, and maybe have the ability to get rid of lines and designs on your faces?) by 2019/03/27 21:16 I love this app!!! It's awesome for many reasons! However..... there is room for improvement.... I think it would be great if you could
change the position of dragons to stand or fly or lay etc too, I think it would be good if you (the player) could choose the color of the clothes and horns and stuff that usually just turns black if you try to change the color. But otherwise it is also IN THIS APP! Wish you all the best! -Dracacat21 by Xyz2503/looloobell for 2019/06/18 00:45 This is a great app along
with all other Avatar apps. This app allows people to use there imagination to make up amazing dragons with different variations No two can be the same. You can choose a different color, shape, size, and even design features such as eyes, ears, tail, mouth, and claws. You can even add extra features such as gills, fins, wounds, clothes, jewelry, spikes,
and even wings. This app is amazing and a great thing to do if you board or need to kill time. It's loads of fun and it's free. THE BEST APP EVER!!!!!! Jesse Neman on 2020/03/07 21:35 I mean, add more accessories and more faces. Can we change the angle of the dragon? Can we not just have a night rage? Can we do as a dragon dragon dragon dragon
water dragon? Can we make nose shapes? More eye shapes? Can we have different leg shapes? Can we add more particles and baby dragons? Can we do more ear coloring? And can we have people? And you can studio for us to make a parody and make history? Can there be animations? - Fan game odykitty for 2020/04/08 15:48 This is the best game I
have had in a long time. It's so cool that you can choose different colors and styles. The great thing about this is the many options to choose There's only one thing I'd like to change. The colors are really hard to do the same way, so I think you should do it so you can save the colors. Thank you for this wonderful game! by I don't give a name for the
2019/04/03 20:34 update where I want the extras to be somewhat that you can put on a dragon like a crown and a necklace I want to be able to put them both on my dragon. And there may also be more backgrounds like galaxy backgrounds. Can there be more clothes and more head, body, tail and wings. Please, and thank you. by redruby.com 2020/04/16
19:46 Ok so guys I use it so many all slots are saved!! Insearing reason I appreciated this 4 star is that it doesn't have very much to save slots.☹️☹️Otherwise I love this game and definitely recommend it for those who want to make really cute dragons!! P.S:I wish you safety and good feelings during this difficult time of deprivation of toilet paper and
COVID-19 quarantine.  from DragonsAreReal222 for 2018/04/07 14:17 I love this app!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! This app is awesome, but it would be great if you could create your own mini dragon. And / Or choose only a mini dragon. Also in the description he says there is a way to train dragons and I #39.t figure out how. please come back to me on this.
It's #39; All I love is the app and it's so awesome, but please consider my suggestions and it will be the best app. -DragonsAreReal222 by Vibgyor6 for 2020/06/24 14:05 This app is great and I use it to recreate my oc's fire wings (and others). I've been using this app for a while and I would definitely recommend it! but I would like more customization, I mean
the amount is good, but mabye a little more would be better and mabye more models (weights, eye marks, or even individual template settings!) anyway this is my review I hope you consider downloading this app! -Vibgyor6 by FNAF MANGLE AND LOLBIT FAN for 2019/11/08 02:47 Ok is a great oc or avatar maker, as it's actually AWESOMEEEEEE, but I
wish if you could add more eyes to the girls and something to save the colors to people and I shouldn't try to get the same exact color when we want to use it again. And also I would like if instead of already made eyes we could make our own Ani23 for 2019/02/16 14:31 Please Add more space to make more dragons and perhaps after where done with the
design of our dragons should be an area where we can play like from dragons that would be like one of the best games ever, if you did it also, if you add a playing area, please add animations that would be amazing. Jonathan .M. on 2019/12/01 14:36 I give Avatar Maker four because I would make a dragon and then a dragon can have as normal people and
I would like people to let dragons move like people and you have to make us be able to tame them and they should be able to find others and make a family or find a wife or husband and that stuff. by reylover266 for 2018/07/22 2018/07/22 Hay this game is great, but I would like if you did it where we can make different types of dragons. You already have
night rage, so why don't you add a deadly nadder, monsterus nightmare, gronckle, hideous zippleback, rumble horns, sand rathe, snow rathe, alpha rage night, and death song. You are welcome! I beg you to add these things!!!! Every other app I play ignore me, please add these dragons!!!!! by Crysdreams for 2020/06/13 18:23 it's awesome, but I think you
should add more material like decorations and different claws of different head shapes and maybe some different body types... other than that is really cool because you let us be creative. Maybe let's color our own or make our own custom bodies, maybe add effects thanks to TJ D. on 2020/04/02 16:03 Hello! I would love to see if you could (well for all your
games) make a button so that it fits the rest of the colors. And as if to put a white hat with flowers on it and you change it it makes flowers turn that color as the hair (if it's white ) those make it a lot better bai! Remove ADSSS PLS for 2020/02/04 05:16 So me and my friend make a bunch of dragons for this RP (Roleplay) that I and he do. Even if you have a lot
of things, I feel that you have to do everything unlock-capable. I also believe that you should add a weapon tab to equip some cool swords and stuff. Well that's all I wanted to say thank you for creating this game, and BYEEEEEEEEEEEE! by Httyd_Gal 2019/03/16 15:34 I am in love with this app and it really gives you the opportunity to be creative. I just wish
you could add a text like a name and paint it? Either way just a suggestion I also think you should be able to add another size dragon to the pic and customize them like a brother or sister and I also want you to be able to change the position and posture of the dragon. But otherwise GREAT APP IM IN LOVE! chloeAKAa no one on 2020/06/02 01:57 If you
made individual colors, so if someone makes them dragon colors they don't have to pinpoint it! It's a really fun app though! A few more tips would be to revive the dragons in different positions. The app is still hmit but I think you could make it even more :) by twilightclaw on 2020/05/30 15:46 If you read the wings of fire you will love this app, I can make
dragons, and it's so fun and fun to do it (I can draw well, but not so) and I love doing new things and new dragons and I'm finessed book 13 and I'm waiting for the 14th book, so that can be new dragons! And so get this app. By Kitten 195 for 2018/04/05 12:20 One thing you could do is unlock slots. So you have a lot of slots, but you unlock slots by making
dragons and crafting. Another thing you might add is you create things. So you go to the menu and click on the drawing tab and you draw or you can mix things together. When you are finished you click go to the dragon. The last thing you could thing is the wares you can check out the dragon and play with him or her. You can make a family and your own
world. That is, I think you should add. I hope you add them because it will make the game better. ;) Thorne or Rainfeather on 2019/12/10 20:22 As you know, other people have informed you about the popular book series, Wings of Fire. Like them, I absolutely love the wings of fire and would be very grateful if you could include different patterns for dragons



from Pirria and Pantala. Please watch them or something and include them in this game! Audio, Dragons!  unidreamer-1  for 2020/10/26 18:03 I like this app I like how to train a dragon and this is the perfect app for me. It would be hard to improve because it's already great, but if you did I would make a color preset so
you could get every part of the body the same color, but other than that I love this app!  Nstutte for 2017/10/16 05:11 Unfortunately, this is the only app from this company that doesn't #39;t crash when I open it. Otherwise I'd own each of your apps-#39;re my favorite! Love color and design choices, and the art in it is great! Could you add more armor in the
clothing section and more bird skins? I LOVE THIS APP!!! Thank you!!!!!!!  Ereeeeeeen on 2020/03/21 17:54 Well first, I think it would be nice to have a place we we could change the position of the picture. That's all I have to say because this game is awesome. And adds too much. Thank you. by LunarWolf5 for 2020/12/05 01:52 This game is all
around pretty fun! You can make a lot of different designs and styles on the dragon and you can put them in the background environment or save pictures of them. The only thing I would advise is being able to do different body types and different postures. Then it would be super awesome! by starlightfury7 on 2020/09/14 01:51 I really love this game you can
make a lot of dragons with your Ming, but the thing is that I wish there were more body shapes and more options about the details, like more information on how to train a dragon, but overall I love this game with so many wings of fire women for 2020/02/27 17:10 So I love this game, but I think there should be more poses. I also think you could name them.
Also make the quest your character can go further and level for more items. The last thing you should be is letting them have their own ELEMENTS. PS WINGS OF FIERY ROCKS!!! sincerely Tiger queen Nina Pennyman on 2020/12/07 18:22 I love this app a lot I made tons of dragons with it! Although, if I had to change one thing it would probably be if we
could save unlimited dragons, but other than that it's the best app in the world, I'm so addicted to it! By Hermione6879007 for 2019/01/24 01:10 I love this app! I have huge fan fire wings and I can create my own characters as hundreds of times faster! I wish you could add in the names though. Another suggestion is more choice of ears for dragons. Either
way, it's app and I spend hours on it. by lillpeeper for 2019/01/05 21:14 I love the app, but I think dragons should be able to state there are more color options like being able to turn the picture into leather and the same with all the body parts of Corgiesarecool12345 for 2020/10/29 01:32 Ok, I got this game a few minutes ago and I love it. You can make as
crazy as you want and you can keep it in your slots... Overall, a great game! I'm a huge Wof (Wings of Fire) fan and I got it second I saw it, I bought it. Definitely recommended by me! on Spn_FanGirl55 2020/05/24 06:52 OK, I don't usually write reviews. But, I really like this game. Love it, tbh. There is one thing that would be a great addition in a future
update if you could add names for all the items, so if you want to create a particular dragon it would be easier. Just a suggestion, but otherwise love the Lt;3 app I don't know how to spell it out for 2020/05/22 03:01 Ok, when you first see it you may think it's boring, but just try it I LOvED THIS GAME it's the best attempt to try it just think about it, why so many
people have the biggest bets LIKE ITS ITS BESt please support this game people have tried so hard to make this the best game it's so fun Great Girl Gamer (animals) on 2020/20/29 20:02 I'm Wings of Fire fan. That's the reason I like this app. I just want to add this to the game: Please create a role-playing version. Because, well, it would be great if you
become the dragon you created. I love this game. Thanks for reading and hopefully you do. ( ) Little Bear Chloe on 2019/09/02 17:35 I like that you can make your own dragon, but I think it would be great if you could make an avatar of any type of dragon out of any thing, as if you could make a light rage from being like a dragon. Or any other dragon apps
and something that's not over feonamama for 2018/09/11 20:46 So I've had the app for a while now and I've used most of the space for downloaded avatars. I would love it if you could update the app so unlimited slots or a lot more than now. Thank you! by Pixalated drawing for 2020/04/05 16:35 So when I first got it I don't know how to use it!, but now I know
how amazing it is just another thing, maybe you should make more poses? I know games are hard to make and edit, but it would be great! By Broshephina Yeeter on 2020/04/03 16:35 I ❤️this game but I have ideas for improvement. First: good things. 1. It's completely free: No advertising or add-on. 2. It's fun with cute dragons and lots of accessories to make
them better. Improvement-capable: 1. Maybe do more things you can do: for example: do part-maker, since I feel like I'm not doing any work. 2. MORE SLOTS-Please take a look at this. I ran out of save slots the first day I got this app! Thanks for reading this if you do, and by the way, this game  �
�  background fon24/7 on 2020/10/25 16:28 This game is awesome, but I would be very grateful if there were more items to choose from and I would like if you could create more dragons but you need gems for 2020/07/13 22:45 I think you should be able to be the dragon
you're made and make it look like a real pls IAM getting bord its time as dragons look and you could put in action that would be great  pls  thanks  
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